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Wet for Her Celebrates Valentine's Day With A Special Gift Box
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Want to make this Valentine's Day one of the most memorable
ever? Don't be boring and go the flower and chocolate route
this year; give the unexpected and think out of the box!
 
French designer Alice DeRock is inviting you to spice things up,
explore your kinky side and indulge in a little something-
something extra with the special Wet For Her Valentine's Day
Gift Box. Imagine how you could spend your V-Day?

"It's once a year when you can take the time for your love, a
special time to celebrate being together as we are all
time-strapped the rest of the year. This way we show our love
and attraction for our partner," DeRock told EDGE.

The Valentine's Day Gift Box ($69.95) offers a unique collection
of WetForHer's best-selling items from 2016, that will take you from sensual to sizzling -- it's all about the
good vibrations! The gift box includes the 2016 bestseller, two Vedo Ayu vibrating finger rings, the perfect
product for a successful lesbian Valentine evening.

Soft and fun, you can use them against her neck, her breasts, and of course, against her clitoris, to bring her
to even higher levels of arousal. This is a great little toy that can find a place in all lesbian couples' toy boxes!
It's a perfect addition for both experienced couples as well as newbies.

"The finger ring is a small and fun sex toy," said DeRock. "It comes in a pack of two so each girl can wear one,
and it can be used at the same time. They can come together, which is especially nice for a lesbian couple,
who normally have to come one after the other. It's a great toy; not as intimidating as some other items."

That's paired up with a 4.2 oz. bottle of Sliquid organics in natural flavor, a glycerine- and paraben-free
botanically infused natural intimate glide.

Also included is a 100 pack of faux silk rose petals to sprinkle on your bed to create a romantic mood. Give
your honey a romantic backrub with the 2-oz. bottle of As You Like It Naked scent massage oil, and tantalize
her by applying Nip Zip balm to her nipples and other sensitive areas. It will create a cool, tingling sensation,
and the chocolate mint flavor encourages nibbling and kissing.

Said DeRock, "It is inspired by the chocolate Valentine, a
different way to have your chocolate."

DeRock's incredible rise to success in a male dominated
industry is beyond inspiring. Continuously challenging the
status quo and breaking stereotypes, she is also single-
handedly breaking the stigma and taboo on sex toys.

Wet for Her is a lesbian-owned brand that not only speaks to
the lesbian market but has also successfully come to epitomize
and represent lesbian sexuality in an elegant and classy way
with tools of love from the land of love: France... ooh la la!

A hugely popular brand offering high-end products that are 100
percent silicone and phthalate free, made by lesbians for
lesbians, WetForHer does not just act as a simple retailer but
does it all -- from the designs, the fabrication and
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manufacturing to the distribution.

Giving back to its own community and empowering women,
WetForHer is also unique in that it is committed to working only with lesbian manufacturers (Spareparts,
RodeoH, BSisNice, RainbowLube).

As one of the primary lesbian novelty sex-toy brands for the worldwide lesbian community, what makes
WetForHer stand out is that it breaks the stereotypes about sex toys by focusing on lesbian lovemaking
rather than hard-core porn; and most importantly addresses some of the most proliferated misconceptions
about the functionality of sex toys for women.

"The WetForHer Valentine's box is made to stimulate and have fun together and opens up more ways to
enjoy each other," said DeRock. Order one today for your special Valentine!

For more information or to purchase the gift box, visit www.wetforher.com

Winnie McCroy is the Women on the EDGE Editor, HIV/Health Editor, and Assistant Entertainment Editor for EDGE Media
Network, handling all women's news, HIV health stories and theater reviews throughout the U.S. She has contributed to
other publications, including The Village Voice, Gay City News, Chelsea Now and The Advocate, and lives in Brooklyn, New
York.

Alice DeRock  (Source:Courtesy Mona
Elyafi)
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